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Phishing Detection Using Convolutional Neural
Network and ADADELTA

Tejas Umakant Phade
18195709

Abstract

The internet has been integral and indispensable part of people’s life to do
mundane tasks or to communicate personal/sensitive information or to use educa-
tional, medical, financial services. Since there is an influx of inexperienced users,
the internet brings serious security problems and these vulnerabilities are exploited
by attackers. Novice users are näıve and phishers use phoney web pages to lure and
deceive them resulting into gaining their information which has costed users a lot
of their fortune; this technique is known as Phishing. Decades have been devoted in
developing novel technique to detect phishing website. Even though superior per-
formance can be achieved through state-of-the-art solutions, it demands substantial
amount of manual engineering and does not provide guaranteed results. In this
study, we focus on design and development of phishing detection solution based on
deep learning, leveraging Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and ADADELTA
algorithm. The developed solution is a pure image-based approach with addition of
similarity detection has been taken to avoid non-text phishing tricks such as HTML
Contents or Flash objects. Accuracy of 96% is shown with the proposed model.

1 Introduction

Being from the family of social engineering attacks, phishing is used to steal victim’s per-
sonal information ranging from credentials to card details with the help of spoofed Web
Pages which has been going around since early 90’s [1]. Not only large-scale organizations
but also small-scale organizations and individuals are vulnerable to phishing attacks be-
cause of which the expenditure on Cyber Security was $ 124 Billion in 2019 and as per
some research it might exceed $ 1 Trillion in 2021 [2] [3]. Legitimate websites are mirrored
by phisher with the help of tactics and approaches as they have wide array of tools and
because novice users are unaware and do not poses sound knowledge about phishing,
they often get caught in the phishers trap resulting in losing their valuable information.
Approximately in every 20 seconds a new phishing websites is created and according to
APWG, nearly 74% of phishing websites are hosted with HTTPS/SSL certificates which
makes it harder to distinguish between phoney and authentic website [4] [5]. Nearly
470,000 complaints have been made in the last year to the Internet Crime Complaint
Centre by phishing victims and recorded more than $ 3.5 Billion losses to businesses and
individuals hence, detecting these phoney Web Pages are crucial [6].

Detection of phishing attacks is generally classified into two approaches: the user
training approach and software classification approach [7] [8]. As per the name, in the
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first approach, the user is trained to identify difference between phishing Web Page and
legitimate one [9] [10]. User training approaches are aimed towards training the users
for finding intricate details in legitimate and phishing websites but it can be troublesome
as not all users come from Information Technology background. In case of software
classification, this approach is widely used to identify phishing websites with the help
of different techniques such as blacklisting URL’s (Uniform Resource Locator) or the
heuristic or visual similarity approach [11] [12] [13]. Blacklisting URL’s which are targeted
towards phishing websites helps in stopping users from falling for traps set by phishers, but
with the ease of hosting a website there are multiple phishing website hosted per minute
makes it hard for users to keep their blacklist updated. In case of heuristic approach,
the false positive rates were high causing it to misclassify the legitimate Web Pages and
proving itself to be highly unreliable. Anthony Y. Fu et al. (2006) and Kuan-Ta Chen et
al. (2009) showed phishing detection techniques with the help of global and local features
respectively [14] [15]. Since traditional detection methods have more margin of error and
ineffective to detect modern phishing websites, visual similarity yields better results.

Analysing and identifying images can be done in various other ways such as Deep
Learning (DL). This concept started with the study of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)
which has become active research field in past few years. There is a requirement of
neurons for building a standard Neural Network (NN) and given adequate weights, ANNs
behaves as needed. Even though training the ANN with backpropagation makes it useful
and accurate, the testing data might be unsatisfactory giving rise to new technologies.
Convolutional Neural Network comes under DL algorithm which takes input of an image
and performs tasks such as assigning weights or biases to different objects or aspects
in the image whilst differentiating one from other. There is little to no pre-processing
requirement in CNN and it has the ability to learn characteristics and filters. Being
inspired by Visual Cortex, the CNN has connectivity pattern of Neurons in Human Brain
and it is able to successfully capture the Temporal and Spatial dependencies. The CNN
can also be used to fulfil the role in reducing image form making it easier to process
without any loss of image features. The CNN can have multiple layers, first being a
convolutional layer, which has the responsibility to capture any low-level features of an
image such as gradient orientation, edges or colours and it can be adapted to capture
high-level features while providing understanding of image. Secondly, pooling layer has
the responsibility to reduce spatial size to decrease requirement of computational power.
It can also be used to extract dominant features to maintain the training efficiency of the
model.

In this report, we’re seeking the answer to Can Convolutional Neural Network and
ADADELTA be used to detect phishing Web Pages?

This research proposes a phishing detection artefact based on visual similarity. The
paper is organized as follows, Section 1: Introduction is aimed towards the understand-
ing and motivation behind phishing and phishing detection technologies. In Section 2:
Related Work, we’ll discuss findings of previous researches on the topic of phishing detec-
tion and visual similarity and it’s relation to Convolutional Neural Network. In Section
3: Research Methodology, we will look at the model followed to develop the artefact
and leveraging the literature we’ll justify the choices. In Section 4: Design Specification,
the underlying architecture for our developed solution is discussed. In Section 5: Im-
plementation, the proposed model’s implementation along with algorithm is shown. In
Section 6, we’ll discuss the Evaluation and the analysis of Experimental Results followed
by Discussion and Limitations. Lastly, in Section 7 we will look at the Conclusion and
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shed some light on possible Future Works.

2 Related Work

Internet is ubiquitous and it is used in completing minuscule to colossal tasks such as
browsing for information to transferring of funds. These tasks are mainly carried out on
a browser making it easier for the user to interact. Because browsers are customizable,
anyone can create their own program for it known as “Extension” which gives browser
the ability to perform different tasks. Novice users are unaware making them suitable to
fall for phishing attacks giving rise to phishing detection extensions.

Thomas Raffetseder et al. (2007) in their paper Building Anti-Phishing Browser Plug-
Ins: An Experience Report did a comprehensive research and comparison on different
browsers and their abilities to help in mitigation of a phishing attack by keeping users’
sensitive information secure [16]. At the time of their research, Google-Chrome was
not released and the concept of plug-ins/extension was new. Even though they faced
difficulties while implementing it, their work was used as foundation for further research.

In research paper Anti-Phishing in Offense and Defense authors Chuan Yue et al.
(2008) created a client-side anti-phishing tool which stored the victim’s real credentials
while feeding the login system bogus ones and in-turn gives opportunity to the legitimate
website in detecting phishing Web Page [17]. PhishGuard: A browser plug-in for protec-
tion from phishing is a study from author Yogesh Joshi et al. (2009) where they proposed
a novel algorithm in which random credentials are submitted to a login page and the re-
sponse is analysed to identify a phishing Web Page [18]. In the proposed architecture,
authors took advantage of HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) Digest Authentica-
tion Scheme in which an HTTP Post or Get request has been sent to server to gain it’s
status and if active then random credentials will be sent and the response from server
will be analysed to determine the authenticity of Web Page. In research paper Which
web browser work best for detecting phishing the authors Noman Mazher et al. (2014)
ran developed solution thorough tests on different set of browsers and concluded Google-
Chrome to be the better option to select as a safe browser [19]. Browser extensions can
be used in various ways for betterment of user but malevolent person can use it to fetch
user’s information. Gaurav Varshney et al. (2018) while researching for Browshing a new
way of phishing using a malicious browser extension created an extension with nefarious
purpose and concluded their hypothesis by fetching users HTML data and keylogging in-
formation [20]. Malicious browser extensions: A growing threat: A case study on Google
Chrome: Ongoing work in progress was another paper in which Gaurav Varshney et al.
(2018) using their credibility provided some solutions and suggestions providing help in
thwarting the attack possibility [21].

The motive of phisher is to emulate real Web Page by any means which leads them
in using advanced techniques to avoid being detected from various detecting mechan-
isms. Yeu Zhang et al. (2007) in their research paper CANTINA: A Content-Based
Approach to Detecting Phishing Web Sites leveraged Robust Hyperlinks concept to use
in detection of phishing giving them an edge over other solutions [22]. Guang Xiang et
al. (2007) did their further research into this field creating CANTINA+: A Feature-Rich
Machine Learning Framework for Detecting Phishing Web Sites by analysing content
majorly focusing on text [23]. However, phishers constructed Web Pages purely from
an image proving the content-based detection infeasible. These sophisticated phishing
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attacks gave an emergence to visual similarity based phishing detection.
While researching the topic, Neil Chou et al. (2004) came up with “SpoofGuard” in

their paper Client-side defence against web-based identity theft found a pattern in phishing
Web Pages of copied images including logos, buttons or banners and implemented image
check of suspected Web Page to cross verify the source of those images and if higher the
number of suspected images, higher the probability of page being phishing [24]. Authors
raised a concern in which a slight modification to an image can yield false positive results
and demanded a standard image should be followed to be recognized by optical character
recognition (OCR). The scarcity of optimal image hashing solution deemed SpoofGuard
ineffective for advanced phishers techniques.

Since the region of visual similarity was still novel and unexplored many researchers
started to work on optimal solution to mitigate phishing Web Pages. Liu Wenyin et al.
(2005) provided a novel solution for phishing detection by the means of decomposing Web
Pages into salient blocks and the similarity is measured into three levels; block, layout
and overall style similarity [25]. Phishing page is evaluated by comparing in similar-
ity threshold, if any mismatch occurs then particular Web Page is flagged as phishing.
While working on detection of phishing Liu Wenyin et al. (2006) leveraged segmentation
algorithm based on Document Object Model (DOM) representation in which suspected
Web Page is again segmented into blocks but verified on a granular level and the author
classifies them as: block level, layout level and overall [26] [27]. The block level similarity
is the average of all visual similarities, layout similarity is achieved by calculating the
ratio of weighted number of matched blocks to the total blocks in legitimate Web Page
and overall style similarity is defined by format of the Web Page such as font family, line
spacing. Even though the solution is advanced, if method is faced with two Web Pages
having similar appearances but with different DOM representation, it will be proven
infeasible.

Researchers were finding various means to stop phishers from damaging victims and
doing so, Yingjie Fu et al. (2005) presented an anti-phishing approach based on global
visual similarity, in their paper EMD based Visual Similarity for Detection of Phishing
Web Pages [28]. The architecture of solution was such that suspected and target Web
Page are pre-processed into low resolution images and a signature consisting features such
as dominant degraded colours, coordinate centres and weights of page i.e. corresponding
degraded histogram of colours are extracted. Authors introduced a concept of Earth
Mover’s Distance (EMD) algorithm by which a similarity value can be obtained and if
the value is beyond the predefined threshold, the suspected Web Page can be flagged
as phishing Web Page. Another set of research has been done on EMD by Anthony Y.
Fu et al. (2006) in their paper Detecting Phishing Web Pages with Visual Similarity
Assessment Based on Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) wherein with similar studies but
on a higher scale in which they used more than 10,000 suspected Web Pages to prove
their hypothesis [14]. This technique tackled the obfuscation scam of phishing Web Page.
However, the sheer number of target legitimate Web Page and suspected Web Pages are
huge, increasing the probability of false positive cases and making the method highly
unreliable.

While searching for the perfect and novel solution, Eric Medvet et al. (2008) presen-
ted a paper Visual-Similarity-Based Phishing Detection in which text pieces and their
styles, embedded images and overall appearance of Web Page; these three features are
extracted from Web Page [29]. The first feature of Web Page includes textual content,
colour, font size, font family and their relative position coordinate on page. Secondly,
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embedded images are extracted such as image, their source address, relative position co-
ordinates on the page and even the 2D Haar wavelet transformation. Finally, rendered
image corresponding to the visible region including colour histogram and 2D Haar wave-
let transformation are extracted. They are then compared on the basis of feature vectors
and if the values of two vectors are similar, then the page is considered as phishing. Even
though it uses advanced techniques to mitigate phishing, it still struggles to deal with
phishing pages including copy of images from legitimate Web Page.

Another means of phishing detection by comparing local similarity was published by
authors Kuan-Ta Chen et al. (2009) in their paper Fighting Phishing with Discriminat-
ive Keypoint Features where they discuss taking a snapshot of suspected Web Page and
target legitimate Web Page after which extraction of Harris-Laplacian corners is achieved
which are known as keypoints of the images [15]. Each keypoint is assigned a descriptor,
computed from Lightweight Contrast Context Histogram (L-CCH). Based on their co-
ordinates, clustering of keypoints at each image using “k-means” algorithm is achieved.
In accordance of these cluster, sets of two L-CCH descriptors are respectively matched
yielding us a similarity value. If the similarity value is beyond the predefined value, sus-
pected Web Page is classified as phishing Web Page. Focusing local similarity, authors
do not consider global similarity and since “k-means” value is calculated by number of
clusters, we cannot predict an upcoming unknown Web Pages cluster value since they are
different for each Web Page. For complex phishing Web Page, distribution of keypoints
are irregular making it impossible to gain keypoints for “k-means” cluster computation.

Detection of phishing Web Pages on the basis of local similarity is further researched
by Guang Xiang (2013) in their research paper Toward a Phish Free World: A Feature-
type-aware Cascaded Learning Framework for Phish Detection [30]. Author relied on
checking the inconsistency between the identity of contained logo claims and real identity
that domain claims. First and foremost, the neural network is trained using legitimate
logo images and classified on five features: height, width, position, keywords related to
logo and finally image tags concurrent text words and title of the page. Each image is
extracted and the probability of it being a logo is computed and if it exceeds 0.5 then
the image is recognized as candidate logo. Later, a duplicate image matching technique
is used on the candidate logo image to compare it with set of protected official logos and
if the domains are mismatched, then the Web Page is flagged as phishing Web Page. As
this is also an image-based approach, it can misjudge the Web Page yielding false positive
results.

Currently, there are substantial amount of ways in identifying and verifying images
using technology. It can be a hybrid model based on mixtures of multiscale deformable
part models proposed by Pedro F. Felzenszwalb et al. [31] which has been widely used
in other researches. Similarly, there are multiple image classification algorithms, such
as Vladimir Vapnik et al. (1995) introduced Support Vector Networks [32], “OverFeat”
which was proposed by Pierre Sermanet et al. (2013) using deep learning approach for
localization achieving state-of-the-art detection task. Also, some people prefer the use
of Random Forest (RF) [33] introduced by Leo Breiman (2001) and some work with
Radial Basis Function Network by Mark J. L. Orr [34]. However, recently the use of
Convolutional Neural Network has been used for analysing and processing image data.
The technology of deep learning attracts researchers since it can be used to perform face
and object recognition along with other type of image recognition such as handwritten
characters with higher precision than the traditional learning systems.

A mechanism for visual pattern recognition i.e. “Neocognitron” is proposed by Kuni-
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hiko Fukushima (1980) in his paper Neocognitron: A self-organizing neural network model
for a mechanism of pattern recognition unaffected by shift in position where geometrical
similarities are measured [35]. Author introduced number of cascade connection in mod-
ular structure wherein each layer consisted of similarity detection cell S-cells and a com-
plexity detection cell C-cell. The model has ability to self-train or unsupervised learning.
The work and research by author paved the way for future development. In later research
Kunihiko Fukushima et al. (1982) took their research further in Neocognitron: A Self-
Organizing Neural Network Model for a Mechanism of Visual Pattern Recognition and
concluded that deepest layer of network is not affected by the position shift of objects
but intermediate layers close to input layers are affected [36].

Taking the leverage of Back Propagation algorithm by David E. Rumelhart et al.
(1987) in their chapter Learning Internal Representations by Error Propagation, intro-
duced the ability and usefulness of the algorithm [37]. In the era of handwritten image
recognition applications Yann LeCun played a vital role. Along with other authors, Yann
LeCun et al. (1989) proposed and applied an approach to recognize handwritten zip codes
in the U.S. Postal Service while only utilizing a single network [38]. In the process of im-
age recognition, Yann LeCun et al. (1998) proposed a novel solution using convolutional
neural network and gradient-based method minimizing performance measure of rendering
handwritten characters on cheques [39]. The author added global training techniques for
recognizing cheques and it has been deployed commercially to read millions of cheques
per day. Li Chen et al. (2014) along with authors argued that CNN should be used
for selecting local receptive fields and got 96% accuracy in recognition of handwritten
Chinese characters [40].

In a contest of developing efficient model for image recognition, Alex Krizhevsky et
al. (2017) introduced ImageNet classification with deep convolutional neural networks
which included 60 million parameters and 650,000 neurons along with three of the fully
connected layers and utilizing GPU efficiently [41]. Authors developed a new method
called “Dropout” making them win the contest and getting error rate of 15.3% while
runner up had 26.2% proving their solution substantially efficient. Florian Schroff et al.
(2015) developed and proposed a novel triplet mining method, implementing the face
verification and recognition technique known as FaceNet which uses asfeature vectors
[42]. Authors used deep convolutional network to directly optimize embedding achieving
99.63% accuracy.

CNN has made its impression amongst other things including hand posture and ges-
tures recognition. By using pre-filtered images of Gabor Filter and using manually trained
dataset of 6000 labelled images, Dennis Núñez Fernández et al. (2017) proposed Hand
Posture Recognition Using Convolutional Neural Network with using single camera [43].
Author presented an idea of identifying hand posture on the basis of wrist position. As the
scope of implementing CNN into healthcare benefits, Norah Alnaim et al. (2019) presen-
ted an artefact aiming for stroke survivors since their speaking ability can be impaired
and to overcome it, authors presented Hand Gesture Recognition Using Convolutional
Neural Network for People Who Have Experienced A Stroke with accuracy of 99% in
understanding the gestures [44].

As the time progressed, CNN is being used in multiple authentication phases as well.
Zhengbing Hu et al. (2018) used the capability of convolutional neural network in biomet-
ric scan on the basis of face geometry along with optimized method for face recognition
and their results are proved experimentally [45].

To achieve the required results, Matthew D. Zeiler et al. (2012) in their paper
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ADADELTA: AN ADAPTIVE LEARNING RATE METHOD made various modifica-
tions to gradient descent algorithm [46]. Also, authors overcame issues present in AD-
AGRAD such as sensitivity to the hyperparameter and to avoid continual decay of learn-
ing rate [47] . Authors while designing Adadelta, were highly inspired by Yann Lecun et
al. (1988) work in Back-Propagation algorithm and leveraged this property as well [48].
ADADELTA is proven to have robust learning rate method and can be applied to variety
of solutions.

3 Research Methodology

The Research Methodology is known as the philosophical framework within which the
research is conducted [49]. Generally, research methodology is conducted to formulate
an idea of how the whole research is carried out. In this section we will discuss the
methodology of artefact developed to detect phishing website. To accomplish the desired
outcome, we’ve followed Secure Spiral Model introduced by Daljit Kaur et al. (2012)
which introduces aspect of risk analysis and focuses on security in every phase of its
development cycle [50]. It promotes development of software in quick and small steps
which are based on continuous iteration allowing organizations to release updates more
frequently. We’ve considered Agile and Waterfall Model also, but since they do not focus
on aspect of risk analysis or security, the Secure Spiral Model was selected. The secure
spiral model enforces to apply security in early and each stages of development.

Figure 1: Secure Spiral Model [50]
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3.1 Phase 1: Requirement

The proposed artefact is purely based on visual similarity detection of legitimate Web
Pages. After reviewing previous researches we’ve decided to use Convolutional Neural
Network because of its usability and versatility in image processing. The CNN has an
architecture which is discriminative and it shows satisfactory performance in terms of
two-dimensional data such as videos or images. Having a superior concept than Neural
Network (NN), CNN weights are shared in temporal dimension leading to decrease in
computation time. Since the general matrix is replaced in CNN compared to NN, the
complexity decreases thereby reducing weight of the network. Furthermore, using back-
propagation algorithm increases performance of network because of decrease in number
of parameters present in CNN topology. Because the CNN leverages machine’s Graphics
Processing Unit (GPU), there is an increase in computation and it has lowered pre-
processing requirement.

To train the extension, we’ve selected ADADELTA, it is introduced for tuning the
learning rate dynamically in the CNN training process whilst ADADELTA can speed-up
the convergence rate achieving good training results. Even though the idea of ADADELTA
is derived from ADAGRAD, the ADADELTA is more robust and can be applied to any
complex solution [47] [51].

In the plethora of coding languages, JavaScript has been selected to code our artefact
extension. In the phase of Requirement, we’ve tried multiple coding languages, but
JavaScript gives the freedom and ability to perform certain required task. In the proposed
artefact, detection of phishing website is accomplished by image processing and collection
of data is a vital process to get the desired results. The experiment has been conducted on
selective 30 websites from top 100 visited websites globally [52]. The sample images have
been gathered manually by statically adding domain into extension code and capturing
the image followed by storing them in respective folders; this makes it a Primary Data
collection of image data and the capturing of images was done manually to minimize the
chance of an error. These sample images will be then learned by the neural network to
identify and notify user about the presence of phishing Web Page.

The vital part of any extension is to work in browser and to use Deep Learning into
browser along with CNN, ConvNetJs is used [53]. The ConvNetJs works independently
and is not reliant on software, compilers or GPUs (Graphic Processing Unit). In the
training of dataset, ConvNetJs uses multiple layers in order to train our extension such
as Convolutional Layer, Pooling Layer. Training of CNN along with ADADELTA and
ConvNetJs is a time-consuming task which depends on dataset and configuration of
machine it is being trained on. Followed by training the dataset, the machine can then
be used to detect the phishing page.

3.2 Phase 2: Design

In the below figure we’ve shown a holistic approach of our artefact. Even though the
proposed system does not have any role-based implementation but the idea of “Admin”
and “User” stems from the usability perspective as user will not have any control over
the code of the artefact.
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Figure 2: Holistic View of Artefact

3.3 Phase 3: Coding

As we’re following the Secure Spiral Model, basis of this model is to follow security from
early stages of an artefact development. Since we’re using JavaScript in developing our
extension, secure coding standards by OWASP and SANS are followed to minimize any
risks [54] [55]. Depending on the usage, the files are coded mainly in JavaScript or HTML
(Hyper Text Markup Language) or CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) since some usability of
other languages can be leveraged to our advantage. To train the machine, we’ve used
ConvNetJs complementing our choice of coding language. To optimize the usability of
our developed solution, in some cases the Bash Script has also been used. We’ve utilized
one input layer, three alternate convolutional and pooling layers and lastly one softmax
layer to compensate for regression which is also known as loss layer and ReLU is used as
an activation layer.

3.4 Phase 4: Testing

Once we’ve trained the machine, our extension is ready to be tested. We’ve used selective
30 websites from top-100 websites as our dataset and the tests are based on them [52].
Manual testing is required to minimize any error in identifying flaws and noting them is
necessary since testing and keeping record is vital for further changes or upgrades in our
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extension. By going through our excel sheet, we’ve recorded any flaws and rectified them
before reaching final deployment phase.

3.5 Deployment & Review

In the phase of deployment, risks are analysed as we’re following Secure Spiral Model
and later artefact is deployed for public use. Since we’ve tested our artefact manually,
some issues can arise in later use and having reviews of users can be useful for further
development of our product. Because we follow Secure Spiral Model, we can take users
review as input into next requirement phase and start the cycle yielding in better version
of our artefact with new modification fulfilling their requirements.

4 Design Specification

In this section of paper, we will look at the design of our proposed system and discuss in
detail the intricate details included in our artefact. Being an extension, this artefact does
not have roles but we’ve divided the system into two pseudo parts, ‘Admin’ and ‘User’.
These two roles differ in the tasks they perform.

4.1 Admin

Figure 3: Admin Workflow

The developer or moderator of this artefact has several tasks to fulfil. Admin statically
and manually collects data (Images) and stores it in the respective folder of samples
for website. After ample amount of data is collected, the Neural Network is trained to
reach desired accuracy. The images are scaled down and login form is cropped which is
then converted into 96x96 square of 3 colour channels. Neural Network is then trained
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with the help of these images and using ADADELTA algorithm. After the network is
fairly competent at identifying the configured labels, the Neural Network trainer starts
to increase the ratio of negative samples giving the network more resilience. We’ve also
added a roulette selection process while feeding positive case samples.

4.2 User

Figure 4: User Workflow

User has the ability to utilize the extension with the help of browser. The proposed system
works on domains which are manually coded inside the Neural Network which lowers the
chance of visiting any similar phishing Web Page. After successful DOM settlement,
the extension then performs visibility check i.e. presence of ‘Username’ and ‘Password’
field into the Web Page. If all the prerequisite checks are fulfilled then a screenshot is
captured which then gets scaled down to 50% to reduce size and subsequently increasing
performance of network evaluation. The screenshot is then cropped around the login form
and converted into 96x96 squares. These cropped images are then manually convoluted
and matched against our trained artefact and result is shown to the user.

5 Implementation

In this section of report, we will look at the aspect of implementation with respect to our
artefact and we will focus on the description of developed solution. The implementation
of proposed system is broadly divided into three phases:

5.1 Data Collection

The artefact is based on image similarity check and it is a trivial task to get the image
samples for training Neural Network. These images are gathered manually by visiting
websites and they are stored into respective folders inside “Sample” as their parent folder.
In our proposed system, we’ve taken our sample dataset as selective 30 websites from top-
100 visited websites in the world [52].
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5.2 Neural Network Training

Collection of dataset follows training of Neural Network, for which a configuration file is
required. This file is in form of “. json” and it contains the Domain and ID of Web Page
which is separate for every website. We’ve configured a JavaScript file to train the Neural
Network, which contains the vital part of training. To train our artefact, we will run a shell
script which invokes trainer and the Neural Network starts to train. Here, the samples
are sliced and broken down into 96x96 squares and then the image is passed through three
alternative layers of convolution and pooling which follows a softmax layer to compensate
for the regression or loss caused in this process. This process keeps on repeating every
1000 ticks and is halted when the desired accuracy is reached. Implementation of this
can be seen in the below Figure 5.

Figure 5: Implementation of CNN

5.3 Usability

Once user imports our artefact into their Google-Chrome browser and visits any login
page, the developed solution then takes a screenshot of it, scales it down to 50% and
crops it around login form. This is then divided into 96x96 squares and the image is ran
through system followed by performing similarity checks by the Convolutional Neural
Network. If the page is phishing, the artefact will warn the user about it and if the
visited page resembles any page in our dataset, then this will be prompted as well.

6 Evaluation

In this section we will be providing findings of our study and a comprehensive analysis of
results. The Convolutional Neural Network is an advanced level Deep Learning algorithm
and it has variety of measurements like Accuracy, Precision and F1-Score with confusion
matrix. However, the developed solution discussed in this paper is detecting phishing
Web Pages and since measurements are taken manually, the most effective and efficient
way to determine accuracy of this model is to calculate True Positive, False Positive and
False Negative values of every page. We have used the following set of values in order to
analyse the performance of our model:
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1. TP (True Positive) - Represents the number of true positive classes, i.e. the number
of samples predicted correctly (Correct Detection) by the model.

2. FP (False Positive) – Represents the number of false positive classes, i.e. the
number of samples predicted incorrectly (Incorrect Detection) by the model

3. FN (False Negative) - Representing the number of false negative classes. i.e. the
number of samples predicted incorrectly (Missed Detection) by the model

6.1 Experiment

6.1.1 Data Pre-processing

The dataset in our artefact is made up of several login Web Page images which are used
to train our CNN model. After importing our developed solution in the Google-Chrome
browser, the images are gathered manually and collected, which are later used to train
the Neural Network. All the pre-processing is done via the extension including reduction
of the image to 50% and cropping near the login page but storing the image in respective
folder is completed by the ‘Admin’.

6.1.2 Experimental Settings

The experimental setting covers every aspect of the setup of both the experiments. Firstly,
the experiment has been conducted on 15 Web Pages and later 30 Web Pages. To
understand the relationship between sample size and accuracy, these different measures
are taken. The phishing detection in our experiment is purely based on image detection
of login Web Pages. The trained Convolutional Neural Network model will be in-charge
to identify and detect any phoney Web Pages presented to our artefact.

6.1.3 Experiment One

Firstly, we’ve collected 15 Web Page login images from our artefact and these images are
used to train the Neural Network. Once the Neural Network is trained, we’ve tested the
websites manually and the results are illustrated in the Table 1 below. After the manual
test one, we’ve gotten 96% of True Positive rate from our model.

Table 1: Experiment One Result Analysis

Total Pages
Tested

True Positive

(Correct Detection)

False Positive

(Incorrect Detection)

False Negative

(Missed detection)
15 14(96%) 1(4%) 0(0%)

6.1.4 Experiment Two

In the second phase of test, we’ve added more 15 Web Page login images in the Neural
Network and trained it. Once it has completed training, we’ve visited every page again
and tested the pages manually. As the Table 2 suggests, we’ve again got a True Positive
rate of 96%.
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Table 2: Experiment Two Result Analysis

Total Pages
Tested

True Positive

(Correct Detection)

False Positive

(Incorrect Detection)

False Negative

(Missed detection)
30 29(96%) 1(4%) 0(0%)

6.2 Discussion

The aim of this study was to identify phishing Web Pages using Convolutional Neural
Network and ADADELTA. The findings in our experimental results suggests that this
technique is acceptable for detection of phishing. The reason to perform two different
set of experiment on the model was to test the consequence of introducing more sample
into our training model. After performing the first experiment with 15 Web Pages, it
was evident that model was performing well but training phase of our model was time
consuming. To check our hypothesis of sample size consequence, experiment two was
conducted with 30 Web Pages which performed correctly yielding in 96% of accurate
prediction. These results should be taken into account when considering future scope of
the developed solution.

These experiments and their consequent results provide clearer understanding in the
methodology and scope of Convolutional Neural Network and the results are in-line with
our hypothesis. However, time taken to train the proposed solution of Convolutional
Neural Network is high and it has a room to improve. While previous researches were
focused on detecting handwriting or image classification or identifying non-halal foods
using CNN and other algorithms, our results demonstrated that Convolutional Neural
Network along with ADADELTA helps to detect phishing websites [56] [57] [58]. Ana-
lysing previous researches resulted in immense knowledge and clarity of the CNN which
helped in making our artefact better. The vital finding of this paper consists of the us-
ability and flexibility of CNN on phishing detection by a mode of visual similarity. The
experiment conducted in this research paper provides a new insight into the vast array
of possible endeavours with Convolutional Neural Network.

The developed solution poses some limitations with respect to training period, image
input and URL scan amongst other things. The image sample-set is required to be
captured from our artefact, no other form of image is acceptable such as a screenshot of
a login Web Page. If a masked URL Web Page, identical to the legitimate Web Page is
shown to the artefact then the artefact has higher probability of misjudging the result.
Time taken to train the proposed solution of Convolutional Neural Network is high and
it has a room to improve. Also, due to lack of sample size, the generalizability of the
result is limited.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

The unawareness and novice nature of internet users are major factors in case of successful
phishing attacks. The adaptiveness and economic motivation make phishers dangerous to
users and it is a need of time to pursue different approach to mitigate phishing attacks.
This study proposes a visual similarity-based detection scheme and explores the pos-
sibility of detecting phishing Web Pages by using two techniques, Convolutional Neural
Network and ADADELTA as a combined mechanism. Artefact proposed in this study is
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an extension for Google-Chrome browser. To evaluate the proposed developed solution,
several login Web Page images were personally collected from legitimate websites and
used to train the Neural Network. Based on the acquired result we can deduce that dis-
tinguishing websites from image pattern and login form along with cross-verifying URL
is an effective and efficient way of identifying a phishing Web Page.

In addition, the research revealed some features and flaws of Convolutional Neural
Network. On one hand, CNN has capability to identify even miniscule variation in
images but the training phase of Neural Network is time-consuming. While carrying out
extensive experimental training and analysis, the developed artefact showed dependency
of sample size on training time and hence it can vary if larger sample-set is introduced.
In foreseeable future, more research can be emphasized in focusing on polishing the
methodology along with integrating Keras and optimized GPU acceleration to improve
training time. The training period can also be improved by using different set of tools
and/or platform to train and implement the artefact. An improvement in the training
period can also be highly beneficial to the user since the model can learn at high rate
reducing the training period and improving overall usability of the artefact. In addition
to Google-Chrome, there is a window for our extension for broadening the horizon to
other web browsers and securing more users. As the technology evolves, a continuous
research is necessary to mitigate and eradicate any attempts of phishing.
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